
Disciplines Mind Map

Sociology

Knowledge

Time period

Can change history

Modernism

Behavioralism
Discovering how things work is learned by observing behavior

Realism
Direct observation should not be a privilege because deep

structures which cannot be observed, have crucial effects on
outcomes.

Rational Choice
theoretical models can be used to to predict outcomes

Disapproves of

cultural studies

critical theory

postmodernism
Feminism

multiculturalism

Marxism Reality is discoverable by examining the political dimensions of
class relations and economic structures.Social Science

Studies human interactions
abilities

emotions

location

goals

Politics
public opinion

Political ideologies

sub category examples
General sociology

Social physiology

Social morphology

History

Authenticity and Appropriateness

Time Period

culture

religion

languages

stories

location

Everyday life

people

events

Movements

Structure
fundamental to understanding the past

Modernism

Behaviorism
Discovering how things work is learned by observing behavior

Positivism
External reality is discoverable through practical observations

MarxismReality is discoverable by examining the political dimensions of
class relations and economic structures.

Rational Choice
theoretical models can be used to to predict outcomes

RealismDirect observation should not be a privilege to because deep
structures which cannot be observed, have crucial effects on

outcomes.

Humanities

Sub categories examples
American History

Ancient History

Medieval History

Public History

Native American History

History of Nazi Germany

Literature

stories

everyday life

location

culture
languages

religion

People

Humanities
epistemologies

Text based research
literacy analysis

Critical
Communication

language patterns

ideologies

oral history

Time Period

Modernism

MarxismReality is discoverable by examining the political dimensions of
class relations and economic structures.

Rational Choice
theoretical models can be used to to predict outcomes

RealismDirect observation should not be a privilege to because deep
structures which cannot be observed, have crucial affects on

outcomes.

BehaviorismDiscovering how things work is learned by observing behavior

Positivism
External reality is discoverable through practical observations

Sub categories examples
Novels

Graphic Novels

Biographies

Myths

Fables
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